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This programme is committed to excellence in leadership, public policy and international relations
education. For more than 20 years, Lobachevsky University has been educating professionals who serve in
diplomacy, politics, public, private and non-profit organizations.
Through rigorous political and history science research and hands-on experience, the UNN graduates and
faculties stand up for human rights, strengthen markets, protect the environment, and cherish peace all
over the world.
Our prospective students will find at Lobachevsky University a powerful network of peers within which
they can expand their knowledge, learn from one another, test new ideas, and remain at the cutting edge
of research on foreign policy for years after their graduation.
The programme brings together most important approaches to understanding political world around us,
refining analytical and practical skills useful for a whole range of future careers and activities. It is a
degree designed for those who like to draw connections among political, economic and social phenomena
worldwide. It offers fundamentally based education underpinned by analytical rigour.
Our innovative, multi-disciplinary curriculum is delivered by top-class faculty and prepares our students
for the leadership challenges of tomorrow. With a global outlook at the heart of everything we do, the
programme builds UNN’s outstanding strengths in international research.
The B.A. in International Relations is intended for foreign students wishing both to do graduate research
afterwards, as well as for careers in practical fields – domestic politics and diplomacy, international
business, and intelligence analysis – areas demanding profound analytical skills coupled with impeccable
foreign languages fluency.

Specializations within this programme
World politics
The characteristic feature of this specialization is the development of deep understanding and skills to
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analyze the impact of ongoing global processes on the formulation of foreign policy decisions and the
foreign policy of Russia and other countries of the world.
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